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Abstract: The restoration of hyper spectral images(HSIs) is challenging task, owing to the reason that images are inevitably 
contaminated by mixture of noise which includes Gaussian noise, impulse noise, deadlines and stripes during the acquisition 

process. De-noising plays crucial role in recovering the original truth image from noisy blurred image. Block matching and 

3D filtering is employed in the proposed method which is based on frequency domain approach. The performance of the 

proposed method is compared with respect to Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural Similarity Index (SSI) and 
Feature Similarity Index (FSM). MATLAB 2011a version is used for simulation and the hyper spectral digital imagery 

collection experiment image of Washington DC mall to test the performance of the proposed.Keywords:Hyper spectral, 

Gaussian noise, and Black matching and 3D filter. 

 
 

 Introduction 

HySIS (Hyperspectral Imaging Satellite) is an earth observation satellite can be used for host of 

purposes such as agriculture, forestry, soil survey, geology, coastal zone studies, inland water studies, 

environmental monitoring, and pollution detection from industries etc.It will provide a deeper understanding of 

climate change, weather phenomena, ocean currents and more.It has an onboard optical imaging detector chip, 

which can do precise identification of any object. Therefore, it can be used for anti-terrorism operations, 

counter-insurgency and army surveillance.satellite which will provide hyperspectral imaging services for a 

range of applications in agriculture, forestry and in the assessment of geography such as coastal zones and 

inland waterways.  During the past 20 years the satellite hyper spectral earth observant ion missions proved their 

capability to provide critical information in numerous application areas as of military as of civilian origin. With 

the advancement of technologies for data acquisition, data storage, computation, and telemetry, it was made 

possible to decrease the cost of development of such systems and also to make them more readily available not 

only for scientific applications.  

 A satellite can identify 55 spectral or colour bands from 630 km above ground.It is the process of 

scanning and displaying an image within a section of the electromagnetic spectrum.To create an image that 

human eye can see, the energy levels of a target are color-coded and then mapped in layers.This set of images 

provide specific information about the way an object transmits, reflects, or absorbs energy in various 

wavelengths.Using this procedure, the unique spectral characteristics of an object can be revealed by plotting its 

energy levels at specific wavelengths on a line graph.This creates a unique curve, or signature which reveals 

valuable information otherwise undetectable by the human eye, such as fingerprints or contamination of 

groundwater/food. Multispectral imaging consists of just a few measurements, while hyperspectral 

imaging consists of hundreds to thousands of measurements for every pixel in the scene.HysIS will make its 

observations by studying the effects of the Earth's surface under the visible, near infrared and far infrared bands 

of the electromagnetic spectrum.Simply put, the imaging tools will help the HysIS satellite monitor atmospheric 

activity and climate change, while also assisting studies of Earth‟s magnetic field.This will help it track various 

events on the Earth, without disturbance from electric discharges from the upper atmosphere.It will maintain a 

polar sun synchronous orbit, which will keep the satellite's position constant with respect to the Sun.  

 Hyper- and multi-spectral sensors are based on the same physical technology. They both record 

radiance in the Visible to Near-InfraRed (VNIR) and Short-Wave InfraRed (SWIR) of the spectrum, VNIR 

spanning 400–1000 nm and SWIR 1000–2400 nm. Unlike multispectral sensors, such as Landsat-8 (11 bands), 

recording in a fairly limited number of discrete spectral bands (4–20 bands),hyperspectral sensors include a very 

large number of contiguous and narrow spectral bands of 5–15 nm. Airborne hyperspectral sensors provide 

promising results for many applications as they combine a high spectral resolution with a high spatial resolution 

and are not so affected by atmospheric perturbation. These platforms have played a key role in the development 

of hyperspectral science and applications. Thanks to emblematic sensors such as HyMAP, Compact Airborne 

Spectrographic Imager (CASI), Airborne Visible/InfraRed Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) , Digital Airborne 

Imaging Spectrometer (DAIS), Reflective Optics System Imaging Spectrometer (ROSIS), Airborne Imaging 

Spectrometer for Applications (AISA), Hyperspectral Digital Imagery Collection Experiment (HYDICE), 

Multispectral Infrared Visible Imaging Spectrometer (MIVIS), etc., hyperspectral research quickly expanded the 

number of hyperspectral applications in vegetationmonitoring, water resources management, geology and land 

cover. However, they do not allow regular and synoptic coverages over large areas as spaceborne sensors. 
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Moreover, spaceborne sensors produce images with lower angular effects due to their much smaller field of 

view. Despite the technological advances, hyperspectral satellites are still poorly represented in the spaceborne 

missions compared to multispectral ones, even considering forthcoming launches.  

 Much of the recent research on imagedenoising has been focused on methods that reduce noise in 

transformdomain. This is manifested bythe sliding-window transform denoising, where the basic idea is to 

successively denoise overlapping blocksby coefficient shrinkage in local 2D transform domain (e.g. DCT, DFT, 

etc.). Although the transform-basedapproaches deliver very good overall performance in terms of objective 

criteria, they fail to preserve details whichare not suitably represented by the used transform and often introduce 

artifacts that are characteristic of thistransform. 

 A different denoising strategy based on non-local estimation appeared recently, where a pixel of the 

trueimage is estimated from regions which are found similar to the region centered at the estimated pixel. 

Thesemethods, unlike the transform-based ones, introduce very few artifacts in the estimates but often 

oversmoothimage details. Based on an elaborate adaptive weighting scheme, the exemplar-based denoising 

appears to bethe best of them and achieves results competitive to the ones produced by the best transform-based 

techniques.The concept of employing similar data patches from different locations is popular in the video 

processing fieldunder the term of “block-matching”, where it is used to improve the coding efficiency by 

exploiting similarityamong blocks which follow the motion of objects in consecutive frames. Traditionally, 

block-matching hasfound successful application in conjunction with transform-based techniques. Such 

applications include video compression (MPEG standards) and also video denoising,12 where noise is 

attenuated in 3D DCT domain. 

  

 

Literature Survey  

 

Zhao Chen and Bin Wang et.al [4] have focused on binary classification of the changed and the unchanged 

samples, which is the essential case of change detection. Meanwhile, it is challenging to extract clean change 

features from heavily corrupted spectral change vectors (SCV) of multitemporal HSI. The corruptions can be 

characterized as gross sample-specific errors, i.e., outliers, and small entry-wise noise following Gaussian 

distribution. To address the issue, they proposed a novel Spectrally-Spatially (SS) Regularized Low-Rank and 

Sparse Decomposition (LRSD) model, denoted by LRSD_SS. It decomposes the SCV into three components, a 

locally smoothed low-rank matrix for the clean change features, a sparse matrix for the outliers and an error 

matrix for the small Gaussian noise. The proposed method is effective in change feature extraction and robust to 

noise corruptions as it exploits the underlying data structures of the SCV, especially local spectral-spatial 

smoothness. It is also efficient since there is a closed-form solution for the feature component in the 

optimization problem of LRSD_SS. The experimental results in the paper shown that the proposed method 

outperforms several classic methods which only deal with the spectral domain of image samples, as well as 

some state-of-the-art methods which use both spectral and spatial information. 

 Yigang Peng, JinliSuo, and Qionghai Dai et.al [5] have proposed reweighting singular values to 

enhance low rank of a matrix. An efficient iterative reweighting scheme is proposed for enhancing low rank and 

sparsity simultaneously and the performance of low-rank matrix recovery is prompted greatly. They 

demonstrated the utility of the proposed method both on numerical simulations and real images/videos 

restoration, including single image restoration, hyperspectral image restoration, and background modeling from 

corrupted observations. All of these experiments gave empirical evidence on significant improvements of the 

proposed algorithm over previous work on low-rank matrix recovery[6]. 

 Paris V. Giampouras ,Athanasios A. Rontogianniset.al [7]  proposed aregularizer that imposes column-

sparsity jointly on the two matrixfactors that result from MF, thus promoting low-rankness on theoptimization 

problem. The low-rank promoting properties of theresulting regularization term are brought to light by 

mathematicallyshowing that it is actually a tight upper bound of a specific versionof the weighted nuclear norm. 

The problems of denoising andmatrix completion are redefined according to the new LRMF formulationand 

solved via efficient alternating iteratively reweightedleast squares type algorithms. Theoretical analysis of the 

algorithmsregarding the convergence and the rates of convergence tostationary points is provided. The 

effectiveness of the proposed algorithmsis verified in diverse simulated and real data experiments[8]. 

 MengdiWang, and Jing Yu et.al [9] proposed an approach of group low-rank representation (GLRR) 

for the HSI denoising. In our GLRR, a corrupted HSI is divided into overlapping patches, the similar patches are 

combined into a group, and the group is reconstructed as a whole using LRR. The proposed method enables the 

exploitation of both the local similarity within a patch and the nonlocal similarity across the patches in a group 

simultaneously. The additional nonlocallysimilar patches can bring in extra structural information to the 

corrupted patches, facilitating the detection of noise as outliers. LRR is applied to the group of patches, as the 
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uncorrupted patches enjoy intrinsic low-rank structure[10]. The effectiveness of the proposed GLRR method is 

demonstrated qualitatively andquantitatively by using both simulated and real-world data in experiments. 

 V. V. Satyanarayana and Tallapragadaet.al [11]given  the solution to hyperspectral image denoising is 

conceived as a problem of eigen-image calculation. The eigen-images are shown to be selfsimilar. Hence, 

denoisingis performed by calculating the estimates of eigen-images. Structural similarity and peak signal to 

noise ratio are evaluated for each band. Theperformance of the proposed technique is compared with that of the 

existing techniques and observed that the proposed scheme is better than that of existing methods on the basis of 

the performance metrics. 

Proposed Method: block-matching and 3D filtering 

Let us consider a noisy image Z(x,y) = I(x,y) +  ɳ(x,y) of size NxN, where I(x,y) is original image and ɳ(x,y) is 

white Gaussian noise with variance „σ2 „ and Image Z(x,y) is divided in to small size called block of size N1xN1.  

 
 

Figure 1: Flow chart of Black matching and 3D Filtering  

It is assumedthat some of the blocks (of fixed size N1×N1) of the true image exhibit mutual correlation and also 

assumed that the selected unitary transform is able to represent sparsely theseblocks. However, the diversity of 

such blocks in natural images often makes the latter assumption unsatisfiedin 2D transform domain and fulfilled 

only in 3D transform domain due to the correlation introduced by blockmatching.The standard deviation „𝛔‟ of 

the AWGN can be accurately estimated, therefore it assumed that itsa-priori knowledge.A Flow chart of Black 

matching and 3D Filtering is shown in figure 1.Following are the steps ofthe image denoising algorithm with 

block-matching and 3D filtering. 

Step1: Initialization:Initialize ebffer (x) = 0 and wbuffer(x) = 0, for all xϵX. 

Step2:Local hard-thresholding estimates. For each xRϵ XR, do the following sub-steps. 

a) Block-matching: Compute SxR,  but restrict the search to a local neighborhood of fixed size NS ×NS 

centered about xR. If |SxR| > N2, then let only the coordinates of the N2 blocks with smallest d-distance 

to ZxR remain in SxR and exclude the others. 

b) Denoising by hard-thresholding in local 3D transform domain. Compute the local estimate blocks and 

their corresponding weight WXR. 

c) Aggregation. Scale each reconstructed local block estimate xRYx
~ , by a block of weights W(xR) = 

WXRWwind 2D and accumulate to the estimate ebuffer  =  ebuffe r  + W( xR) xRYx
~ . the weight block is 

accumulated to same locations as the estimates but in the weights bufferwbuffer . 

Step3: Intermediate estimate: Produce the intermediate estimate e x  = 
ebuffer (x)

wbuffer (x)
for all x ϵ X, which is to be 

used as  initial estimate for the Wiener counterpart. 

Step4: Local Wiener filtering estimates. Use e as initial estimate. The buffers are re-initialized: ebuffer  (x) = 0 

and wbuffer  (x) = 0, for all x ϵ X. For each xRϵ XR, do the following sub-steps. 

a) Block-matching: Compute SxR,   but restrict the search to a local neighborhood of fixed size NS × NS 

centered about xR. If |SxR| > N2, then let only the coordinates of the N2 blocks with smallest 

distancetoExR remain in SxR and exclude the others. 
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b) Denoising  by wiener filtering in local 3D transform.  

c) Aggregation. It is identical to step 2c. 

Step5: Final estimate: The final estimate is given byy (x) = 
ebuffer (x)

wbuffer (x)
, for all x ϵ X. 

 

Results and Discussion 

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, the hyperspectral digital imagery collection 

experiment image of Washington DC mall is used in my simulated experiment. The selected image size is 

150x150x163. Image processing tool box of  MATLAB 2011a version is used for simulation. In my simulated 

experiment, Gaussian noise is dded to the Washington DC image and denoising is done using blockmatching 

and 3D filtering as shown in figure 1.  

 
 

Figure 1: De noised Washington DC image with Gaussian noise 

 

The performance of proposed method is compared with existing methods with respect to following performance 

evaluation parameters Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural Similarity Index (SSI) and Feature 

Similarity Index (FSM). The Table 1 Shows the comparison between existing methods and proposed method 

[1]. 

S.No. 
Performance 

Evaluation 

Measures 

Noise Existing Method Proposed Method 

1. PSNR 17.095 34.22 37.01 

2. SSI 0.368 0.949 0.952 

3. FSM 0.723 0.974 0.988 

 

 

Conclusion/Future Work 

The proposed method is compared with existing method, the frequency domain methods are employed in 

proposed method for de-noising which improved the performance. The combination of spatial domain and 

frequency domain can be used in future work to improve the performance evaluation measures. 
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